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The Green-backed Camaroptera Camaroptera brachyura
relatively common bird, but because it is a fairly secretive skulker 
thickets and riverine bush in moist savannah woodland (Dean 2005
it is usually located by its "bleating" alarm call. Although the Green
backed Camaroptera and the closely related Grey
Camaroptera Camaroptera brevicaudata have an extremely large 
range and a population that is estimated to be increasing (Birdlife 
International 2012), their courtship behaviour is seldom recorded. 
Dean (2005) states that "in display, male flies in loop over perch, 
wings making a whirring sound", citing GL Maclean’s 
account in Roberts' Birds of southern Africa (1993, 6th 
(2008) concurs that "in courtship display, the male flies or jumps with 
whirring wings in a 'loop flight' from his perch", possibly quoting from 
the same or a related source. 
 
Green-backed Camaropteras are monogamous and strongly 
territorial (Dean 2005). The main breeding period is from 
until December, with egg laying records ranging from September to 
February (Tarboton 2011). Right in the middle of this breeding 
season, on 5 November 2011, I witnessed a courtship and mating 
ritual of the Green-backed Camaroptera in the riverine vegetation in 
front of chalet 6 of Vuyatela Lodge (S24°42.350' E31°
Djuma Private Nature Reserve, located in the Sabi Sand Game 
Reserve in the Lowveld of Mpumalanga province. 
 
To separate recorded from remembered observations, I first quote 
the notes I made immediately afterwards: "Initially male chased 
female at high speed through shrubs, mostly Magic Guarri. 
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Fig 1 – The Magic Guarri (middle) near chalet number 6 of Vuyatela Lodge
in which courtship and mating between two Green-backed Camaropteras 

took place on 5 November 2011.
 
They don't seem to get injured. Male is calling continuously. Male 
then perches on horizontal branch within shrub, keeps calling and 
flicks wings and upright tail very quickly. He then bounces straight up 
and down very, very quickly – about 40 cm. He does this often and 
energetically. The female watches from a perch nearby and flicks her 
wings a little, almost like a shiver. After this the male mounts the 
female for less than a second and they fly off. Apparently the male 
starts the chasing again, but I lose track of them and also 
them anymore nearby." 
 
If memory serves me correctly, the male was using several 
vocalisations described by Dean, including the "
kwit-kwit-kwit", its bubbling (apalis-type) call and occasionally its 
"bleating" alarm call. During the spectacular, Broadbill
the male produced "a loud trrip sound with wings"
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the field guide Birds of Kenya & Northern Tanzania (Zimmerman 
al. 1999). This is most likely the whirring sound, mentioned by Dean 
and Carnaby. 
 
I did not have photographic equipment with me at the time, but the 
dynamic ritual in the middle of the Magic Guarri Euclea divinorum 
would not have been very conducive to photography. The spectacle 
could be followed quite well with binoculars, since it has
capability to quickly focus on the moving birds within
Afterwards, I took a picture of the vegetation in which the courtship 
and copulation sequence occurred (Fig 1). 
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